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The night before [Wilson] asked Congress for a declaration of war against Germany he sent for me. I was late 

getting the message somehow, and didn't reach the White House till one o'clock, in the morning. “The old man” was 

waiting for me sitting in his study with the typewriter on his table, where he used to type his own messages.  

 

I'd never seen him so worn down. He looked as if he hadn't slept, and he said he hadn't. He said he was probably 

going before Congress the next day to ask a declaration of war, and he'd never been so uncertain about anything in 

his life as about that decision. For nights, he said, he'd been lying awake going over the whole situation - over the 

provocation given by Germany, over the probable feeling in the United States, over the consequences to the 

settlement and to the world at large if we entered the melee.  

 

He tapped some sheets before him and said that he had written a message and expected to go before Congress with it 

as it stood. He said he couldn't see any alternative, that he had tried every way he knew to avoid war. “I think I know 

what war means,” he said, and he added that if there were any possibility of avoiding war he wanted to try it. “What 

else can I do?” he asked. “Is there anything else I can do?”  

 

I told him his hand had been forced by Germany, that so far as I could see we couldn't keep out. 

 

It would mean that we should lose our heads along with the rest and stop weighing right and wrong. It would mean 

that a majority of people in this hemisphere would go war-mad, quit.thinking, and devote their energies to 

destruction. The President said a declaration of war would mean that Germany would be beaten and so badly beaten 

that there would be a dictated peace, a victorious peace.  

 

“It means,” he said, “an attempt to reconstruct a peacetime civilization with war standards, and at the end of the war 

there will be no bystanders with sufficient power to influence the terms. There won't be any peace standards left to 

work with. There will be only war standards.”  

 

The President said that such a basis was what the Allies thought they wanted and that they would have their way in 

the very thing America had hoped against and struggled against. W.W. was uncanny that night. He had the whole 

panorama in his mind. He went on to say that so far as he knew he had considered every loophole of escape, and as 

fast as they were discovered Germany deliberately blocked them with some new outrage."  

 

Then he began to talk about the consequences to the United States. He had no illusions about the fashion in which 

we were likely to fight the war.  

 

He said when a war got going it was just war, and there weren't two kinds of it. It required illiberalism at home to 

reinforce the men at the front. We couldn't fight Germany and maintain the ideals of government that all thinking 

men shared. He said we would try it, but it would be too much for us.  

 

“Once lead this people into war,” he said, “and they'll forget there ever was such a thing as tolerance. To fight you 

must be brutal and ruthless, and the spirit of ruthless brutality will enter into the very fiber of our national life, 

infecting Congress, the courts, the policeman on the beat, the man in the street.” Conformity would be the only 

virtue, said the President, and every man who refused to conform would have to pay the penalty.  

 

He thought the Constitution would not survive it, that free speech and the right of assembly would go. He said a 

nation couldn't put its strength into a war and keep its head level; it had never been done.  

 

“If there is any alternative, for God's sake, let's take it,” he exclaimed. Well, I couldn't see any, and I told him so.  

 

The President didn't have illusions about how he was going to come out of it, either. He'd rather have done anything 

else than head a military machine. All his instincts were against it. He foresaw too clearly the probable influence of 

a declaration of war on his own fortunes, the adulation certain to follow the certain victory, the derision and attack 

which would come with the deflation of excessive hopes and in the presence of world responsibility. But if he had it 

to do over again he would take the same course. It was just a choice of evils. 
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